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HTTPS://FUTURISM.COM/TIM-COOK-REVEALS-APPLES-10-YEAR-PLAN-FOR-FUTURE-TECH

•Augmented Reality 
•Virtual Reality 
•HomePod and Abient Computing 
•IOS 11 on iPad

Listed in Tim Cook’s 10 Year Plan



Near Future Developments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL2XyxuDVho&t=57s



•Drones 
•Self-Driving Cars 
•Robotics

Apple’s Involvement with New  Technologies



\

•No human pilot, crew, or passengers on board. 

•Component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS), which includes adding 
a ground-based controller and a system of communications with the UAV. 

•May operate under remote control by a human operator, as remotely-
piloted aircraft, or with various degrees of autonomy, such 
as autopilot assistance, up to fully autonomous aircraft that have no 
provision for human intervention.

Drones

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_pilot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unmanned_aerial_vehicle#Terminology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicular_automation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autopilot


Nature vs Technology



The Drone Market



•Planned for a robotics and data-collection team to use drones to collect 
aerial map information for Maps. 

•Updated mapping data more quickly than with the sensor-covered vans it 
uses to get 3D street view information. 

•Its vans caused a flurry when Apple deployed them around San Francisco; 
they were mistaken for self-driving cars.

•Have not found any updates since 2016.

In 2016 Apple

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-01/apple-said-to-fly-drones-to-improve-maps-data-and-catch-google
http://www.cultofmac.com/435571/mystery-vans-likely-making-3-d-road-maps-for-apples-self-driving-car/


An Apple Drone?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJwMNO9HMdE&t=45s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJwMNO9HMdE


One Drone Sold by Apple



•Full Self-Driving car can park car in parking space, back it up, and change 
lanes on its own at highway speeds. 

•A more advanced system can slow the car for stop signs and traffic lights and 
navigate highway on-ramps and off-ramps. 

•Tesla currently is only firm that has a nearly autonomous car.

•Tesla regularly sends updates to this system remotely to cars currently 
involved in the beta testing.

•Apple is on the march.

 Self-Driving Cars 



  Self-Driving Cars

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZP82uVz040



Robotics

Source: https://www.iotforall.com/8-helpful-everyday-examples-of-artificial-intelligence

I know of no patents related to an Apple family robot. 

Apple has years to go before several technologies come together to 
make one commercially feasible.
1.AI – intuitive, generalized human conversation
2.Autonomous operations – Navigation, situational awareness, 
collision avoidance



•Efforts started in 2012, after Tim Cook was shown an experimental 
automated production line for iPad that looked promising, as it only 
needed a few people to operate and maintain.  

•Cook and other executives were impressed by the project, which was 
developed by Foxconn - Apple's largest contract manufacturer.  

•System employed robotic arms dubbed "Foxbots," and was able to do 
most of the cutting, treating, and polishing of iPad cases, as well as most 
of the assembly required for the internal components and the screen.

History of Robot Usage at Apple



Apple OTA System Engineering team is looking for 
“a Mechanical Robotics Engineer to design, 
develop and deploy Fixtures and Robotic solutions 
to enable complex autonomous test systems” 

Many such jobs have been advertised.

Apple Continues to Recruit Robotic Engineers



Factory Robotics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3p9Ine3ZGLs




